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Abstract. The Architecture of integrated Information Systems (ARIS) is a technical space
that is widely used in the area of business process management. The reuse of ARIS models in
other working contexts is offered by ARIS-specific import and export interfaces. Nevertheless,
the interoperability with other technical spaces is limited.
In this paper, we explore ARIS language definition concepts and relate them to the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF). We describe an ARIS to EMF bridge which provides trans-
formations of ARIS modeling languages and ARIS models to the EMF environment. Our
bridge shows similarities and differences between the two approaches and provides technical
interoperability that e.g. enables the processing of ARIS models in EMF-supporting tools
(e.g. ATLAS Transformation Language).

1 Introduction

The Architecture of integrated Information Systems (ARIS) [1–4] is a reference architecture for
enterprise modeling, which is structured into five different views (organization, data, control,
function and output) and three different abstraction layers (requirements, design and imple-
mentation). It is widely used in different areas of business process management, e.g. business
IT alignment, ISO 9000 certification and business performance management and in different
business domains, e.g. in the automotive, finance or e-government domain. ARIS comes along
with an ARIS method that consists of more than 100 model types. The ARIS method is sup-
ported by a set of ARIS tools, e.g. ARIS SOA Architect or ARIS Business Architect, which
besides others provide a comprehensive modeling and model management environment.

We consider ARIS as a technical space, a notion introduced in [5]. It provides “a set of
associated concepts, body of knowledge, tools, required skills and possibilities”and is associated
“to a given user community with shared know-how, educational support, common literature and
even workshop and conference meetings.”

The ARIS method covers several problem domains. In practice it is usually adapted for
the sake of a consistent use and complexity reduction purposes. From the given collection of
modeling concepts the required concepts are selected, adapted and extended. Besides others,
this configuration is influenced by the tasks which have to be performed and by the customers’
needs, e.g. specific guidelines of the users organization. With respect to this, we consider a
specific ARIS method configuration as a domain-specific modeling language (DSML) and an
ARIS modeling tool as a language definition environment.

From this, the question of interoperability to other technical spaces (e.g. Extensible Markup
Language (XML) or Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)) arises that enables the reuse of
ARIS models. For this purpose, ARIS tools provide a set of export and import interfaces.
[6] Most of them are language-specific interfaces. For instance, it is possible to export Event-
driven Process Chains (EPC) [7] to executable WS-BPEL orchestrations or to vendor specific
execution environments like SAP Net Weaver. A language-independent export interface is given
by the ARIS Markup Language (AML) which is an ARIS-specific XML format to serialize ARIS
models in the form of a database dump. This interface can be used for language-specific tool
integration. [8] Nevertheless, this interface is not M3-level-based as proposed by Bézivin et. al. in
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Fig. 1. Definition of the ARIS method based on a specific metametamodel

[9]. An AML export of ARIS models does not depend on its language definition (ARIS method
configuration). As a consequence, this kind of model export is inadequate for methods and tools
that rely on language definitions, such as model transformation (e.g. ATLAS Transformation
Language (ATL) [10]), model checking or graphical representation.

To reach a higher degree of interoperability between ARIS and other technical spaces we
provide a M3-level based bridge for the EMF space. We selected this space because of the
significant number of EMF-based tools. [10–14] From this space, bridges to other spaces such
as DSL tools [15] or MetaGME [16] are available. To define an ARIS to EMF bridge we ex-
plore the language definition and model management mechanism provided in ARIS (Sect. 2)
and relate them to the Eclipse EMF space [17]. We follow a similar approach as used in [15,
16]. Domain-specific ARIS language definitions are mapped to EMF metamodels and ARIS
models are mapped to EMF models. The bridge and its mappings are described in Sect. 4. An
implementation of the bridge is described in Sect. 5. Moreover, we provide possible applications
for our bridge (Sect. 6).

2 Languages and models in ARIS

2.1 Definition of the ARIS method

An ARIS method provides a collection of modeling concepts such as model types, object types or
connection types. It is defined in a generic manner based on an ARIS-specific metametamodel
(A3-model).1 Based on the A3-model, the ARIS method can also be extended for specific
modeling contexts by specific plug-ins, e.g. ARIS for SAP Netweaver or ARIS for Intershop
Enfinity.

Although the A3-model is referenced in literature it is not explicitly defined. [3, 4] To make
it explicit we analyzed ARIS tools and their public available interfaces. We used the ARIS
Business Architect 7.0 and besides others its user interface, AML, the ARIS filter mechanism
and its application programming interface (ARIS API). Figure 1 illustrates the results of our
analysis.

The central element of the A3-model is ModelType. A model type, e.g.“Event-driven Process
Chain” or “Function Allocation Diagram” (FAD), represents a collection of syntax definition el-
ements. It consists of abstract elements defined by ObjectType and ConnectionType with its

1 The ARIS method that is delivered by an ARIS tool (e.g. ARIS Easy Designer, ARIS SOA Architect) in a specific tool release
(e.g. v6.0, v7.0, v7.01) differs from other ARIS tools and other releases. Nevertheless, for simplicity reasons we refer to the ARIS
method.



visualizations defined by Symbol and Line. An object type, e.g. “Event” or “Function”, rep-
resents a set of entities with similar characteristics. An assignment relationship (instance of
assignment) between an object type and a model type allows the creation of links from ob-
jects to models that can be interpreted as refinements or as a detailed description of the object
according to a specific aspect. Relationships between two object types, such as “activates” or
“creates”, are defined by ConnectionType. A connection type has two unbounded references to
object types, srcObj and trgObj, representing possible source and target object types. There-
fore, relationships between two object types are directed ones. Object types and connection
types can have properties, which are expressed by the references objAttr and conAttr to
AttributeType. The range of values of an attribute type are specified by dataType, which
references data types like bool, date, float, int or text.

The visualizations of object types and connection types depending on model types are
defined by the M3-level elements Symbol and Line. Symbols are referenced by object types,
whereas an object type can be represented by several symbols. Lines are referenced by con-
nection types. Symbols and lines can have labels, which graphically represent attribute types
referenced by object types and connection types.

M2-level elements, such as object types or connection types are uniquely identified by type
numbers and have several naming attributes (e.g. name, API name).

2.2 Definition of domain-specific modeling languages

The definition of domain-specific modeling languages in ARIS relies on the ARIS method. It
can be restricted, refined and extended in terms of user-side method configurations, user-defined
ARIS filters and user-defined visualization templates.

The ARIS method can be configured according to predefined instances of ModelType, Ob-
jectType, ConnectionType, AttributeType and Symbol. These types can be renamed. Fur-
thermore, new model types and symbols can be derived from existing ones, while derived model
types and derived symbols have the same restrictions (e.g. allowed object types) of its originals.
A limited subset of the predefined attribute types is not used by default and can be used to
define new attribute types which can be referenced by object types, connection types and model
types.

An ARIS filter enables or rather disables modeling elements defined by a (configured) ARIS
method. Thus, available model types, object types, connection types and the used attributes
types are defined. Furthermore, for each chosen model type the available symbols and lines are
defined. Additionally, for each object type the assignment relationship is defined. Each creation,
presentation and processing of ARIS models is restricted by the capabilities of an ARIS filter
that is explicitly chosen. Hence, an ARIS filter represents the primary configuration point to
determine the set of available modeling languages.

The graphical representation of concrete syntax elements (instances of Symbol, Label, and
Line) can be configured by visualization templates. With the help of such templates visual-
ization aspects, e.g. fill colors, line colors, line styles, line weights or placements of labels, can
be defined. For the sake of clarity, these visualization configurations are not considered in the
following.

2.3 The structure of ARIS repositories

To analyze the structure of ARIS model repositories we used the same approach as for the
A3-model (see Sect. 2.1), i.e. we analyzed public available interfaces, such as the AML export
interface and the ARIS API.

ARIS models are stored in relational databases, which are managed by ARIS servers. The
structure of such databases is shown in Fig. 2. The main element is Group. A group may con-
tain subgroups which allow a hierarchical structuring of model elements. In additions, object
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Fig. 2. Structure of ARIS repositories

definitions (instances of ObjectDef) and models (instances of Model) are assigned to groups.
Models represent instances of M2-level model types. The relationship between a model and its
type is expressed by a type attribute.

The ARIS repository structure is characterized by a dualism of definitions and occurrences
according to objects, connections and attributes, e.g. ObjectDef and ObjectOcc. A definition,
e.g. object definition, represents an instance of a corresponding type, e.g. object type, which is
an instance of the corresponding type element at M3-level, e.g. ObjectType. The relationship
between a definition and its type is expressed by its type attribute. Occurrences, e.g. object
occurrences, represent short cuts to its definitions that are visualized in models. Definitions can
have multiple occurrences.

ObjectDef, ConnectionDef, Group and Model inherit from Item and thus contain attribute
definitions. Items and connectable occurrences have database-wide unique ID attributes which
are managed by the corresponding ARIS server transparently to the user. Connection defini-
tions represent instances of connection types (instances of ConnectionType). The target object
definition is referenced by trgObj. The source object definition of a connection definition is
its containing object definition. The relationships between object occurrences and connection
occurrences are defined in an analogous manner.

ARIS repositories provide the functionality to create variants of models and object defini-
tions or to define variant relationships between existing models and object definitions of the
same type. These relationships are expressed with the help of original variant relationships
of ObjectDef and Model. Furthermore, the M3-level relationship assignment between Ob-

jectType and ModelType has its generic repository equivalent in the linkedModels reference
between ObjectDef and Model.

The type relationship between object occurrences and their symbols is expressed by the type
attribute in ObjectOcc. In contrast to ObjectOcc, ConnectionOcc and AttributeOcc have no
explicit reference to its corresponding Line and Label. Instead, the visualization properties of
lines and labels, such as alignments, colors and arrow types, are stored directly in connection
occurrences and attribute occurrences.
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3 Metamodels and models in EMF

EMF is a Java framework for building applications based on structured models. From these
models Java code can be generated by a powerful generation facility. Furthermore, EMF provides
tools and runtime support that allow change notification, persistence support with default XML
Metadata Interchange (XMI) serialization and a very efficient reflective API for manipulating
EMF objects generically. It also includes generic reusable classes for building editors for EMF
models.

Models describing EMF applications can be regarded as metamodels and instances of these
metamodels can be regarded as models. All metamodels are instances of the metametamodel
Ecore which is implemented in EMF. A simplified subset of Ecore is shown in Fig. 3, a detailed
description of Ecore is given in [17].

The main elements of Ecore are EClass, EReference and EAttribute. An EClass instance
defines an EMF metamodel element that represents a set of similar model entities. EClasses can
have EReferences (instances of EReference) which express unidirectional relationships between
two EClasses. The multiplicity can be specified with the help of the attributes lowerBound and
upperBound. Bidirectional relationships are expressed by two EReferences and a corresponding
oppositeOf attribute. Additional, an EClass can have EAttributes (instances of EAttribute)
to express properties of the EClass.

4 ARIS to EMF bridge

4.1 Overview of the bridge

ARIS and EMF can be structured into three meta levels: M3 (A3-model and Ecore), M2 (ARIS
method, configured ARIS method, ARIS method filters, and EMF metamodels), and M1 (ARIS
models and EMF models). Based on this level structure, we have developed the ARIS to EMF
bridge (see Fig. 4).

The first part of the bridge is the M3-level mapping which defines a unidirectional mapping
between equal concepts from the A3-model to Ecore model. For instance, the concept Object-
Type is mapped to EClass. In some cases, ARIS concepts must be expressed with a combination
of Ecore concepts. For instance, ConnectionType is mapped to an EClass (instance of EClass)
with two EReferences (instance of EReference).

The second part of the bridge is the M2-level bridging which transforms ARIS method filters
to EMF metamodels. The transformation based on the M3-level mapping rules and additional
rules which are derived from the structure definition of ARIS repositories. These additional
rules are required for the M1-level mapping (see Sect. 4.3) because the structure definition of
ARIS repositories (storage structure) is explicitly defined as a relational database on M3-level,
independent of a certain ARIS method filter (structure definition of models). Unlike in EMF,
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metamodels (structure definition of models) and the storage structures are mixed because using
of the object oriented techniques to store models. This means for instance, that the M2-level
bridge creates an EClass “Group”, which is the corresponding element of the class “Group” in
the structure defintion of ARIS repositories.

Based on the M3-level mapping and M2-level bridging, the third part of the bridge is the
bidirectional M1-level bridging. This bridge transforms ARIS models to EMF models. For ex-
ample, ObjectDef maps to the EClass which corresponds to the object type referenced by the
type attribute from ObjectDef.

4.2 M3-level mapping and M2-level bridging

The M3-level mapping and M2-level bridging cannot be described separately. Therefore, we
have decided to do this in one section. The first part of the M2-level bridging is the mapping of
the structure of ARIS repositories to EMF metamodels. The result is shown in Figure 5 which
points out the following relationships: ObjectDef → Object, ConnectionDef → Connection,
Group → Group, Model → Model, ObjectOcc → Symbol and ConnectionOcc → Line.

The second part of the M2-level bridging is the mapping of ARIS method filters to EMF
metamodels. As a rule, ObjectType maps to EClass because both define groups of model
entities. The EClass name is equal to the object type name and all EClasses inherit from the
EClass “Object”.

Instances of AttributeType, which are referenced by object types and connection types in
ARIS, map to EAttributes in EMF. The name of an attribute type is equal to the name of
its corresponding EAttribute element. The data type of an attribute type maps to an equiva-
lent data type in Ecore (EDataType), e.g. the ARIS data type “Text” maps to the EDataType

“EString”.
The corresponding element of ConnectionType in Ecore is EReference. In contrast to ERef-

erences, ARIS connection types may have attributes. Hence ARIS connection types cannot be
mapped directly to EReferences. Instead, an ARIS connection type can be represented as an
EClass with two EReferences “source” and “target” that have a multiplicity of 1 and that refer-
ence the corresponding EClasses of the source and target object types of the connection type.
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Furthermore, a connection type in ARIS has n source objects types and m target objects types,
while a referenced type in Ecore is unique. There are several resolutions to this discrepancy.
One of them is to map an ARIS connection type to a set of n ∗m EClasses representing the
Cartesian product of the set of source object types and the set of target object type. Moreover,
each connection type in EMF inherits from the EClass ”Connection“.

An instance of ModelType maps to an EPackage, an EClass with two EReferences “con-
tainSymbols” and “containLines”, and two abstract EClasses with the name “MSymbol” and
“MLine”. The EClass name with its two EReferences, the EPackage name and the correspond-
ing model type name are equal. The type of the EReference “containSymbol” is the EClass
“MSymbol” and the type of the EReference “containLine” is the EClass “MLine”. EClasses
which correspond to a model type inherit from the EClass ”Model“. The EClass “MSymbol”
and “MLine” inherit from the EClass “Symbol” and “Line”, respectively.

Symbols (instances of Symbol) map to EClasses with an EReference “object” which refer-
ences the corresponding object type. The name of the symbol and its corresponding EClass is
equal. Furthermore, all EClasses inherit from the EClass “MSymbol” which was created by the
mapping from model type.

A line (instance of Line) in ARIS can be represented as an EClass with two EReferences
“sourceSymbol” and “targetSymbol” which reference the source symbol and target symbol of
the line. Furthermore, all EClasses inherit from the EClass “MLine” created by the mapping
from model type. Analogous to the mapping of connection types, a line in ARIS maps to n ∗m
EClasses with corresponding source and target symbols.

4.3 M1-level bridging

The M1-level bridging maps ARIS models to EMF models. As a rule, ObjectDef maps to the
EClass which corresponds to the object type referenced by the type attribute from ObjectDef.
In an analogous manner ConnectionDef maps to the EClass of the corresponding connection
type. At M2-level a connection type is mapped to a set of n∗m EClasses. Thus the corresponding
EClass results from the object types of the source and target object definition. Attribute defi-
nitions and their values map to corresponding EAttributes. Group maps to the EClass “Group”
with equal names. Model maps to the EClass that corresponds to the model type referenced
by the type attribute from Model. ObjectOcc maps to the EClass which corresponds to the
symbol of ObjectOcc. The symbol of ObjectOcc is specified by the type attribute. A further
condition is that the EClass contains to the same model as ObjectOcc. ConnectionOcc maps
to the EClass that corresponds to the line. The line is referenced by the combination of the
type attribute from ConnectionDef and the source and target object definition. Analogous to
the ObjectOcc mapping rule the EClass has to contain in the same model as ConnectionOcc.



5 Implementation

5.1 M2-level bridge implementation

We realized the M2-level bridging by a transformation which is implemented in ARIS script.
ARIS scripts are written in JavaScript and can be executed in ARIS Tools such as ARIS
Business Architect. They have access to the ARIS API which enables a convenient querying
and navigating of ARIS objects and meta objects, such as ARIS filters, model types or object
types. For instance, the expression aFilter.ObjTypes() returns all object types of an ARIS
filter.

The ArisFilter-to-EmfMetamodel transformation script queries the selected filter according
to its model types, object types, connection types, attribute types, symbols and lines and
creates EClasses, EReferences and EAttributes according to the above mentioned mapping
rules. Additionally, filter-independent EClasses as descriped in Sect 4.2 are created. The output
of this transformation is an Ecore conform metamodel in XMI used to generate EMF model
application code or to create EMF models in a dynamic way.

5.2 M1-level bridge implementation

The M1-level bridge implementation consists of two transformations. The first one implements
the transformation from ARIS to EMF and was implemented by an ARIS script which takes an
ARIS repository and an ARIS filter as input and creates an EMF model as XMI. The starting
point of the transformation is a selected group. From this group, all containing elements like
subgroups, object definitions, connection definitions, models, object occurrences and connection
occurrences are transformed to EMF by applying the M1-level mapping rules.

The second part of the M1-level bridge implementation is the transformation from EMF
to ARIS. The import of the EMF models into ARIS is difficult because every model element
needs a unique identification number. These numbers are managed by the ARIS servers and
cannot be created externally. For that reason, we decided to transform the EMF models into
ARIS scripts which contain create commands like CreateObjDef() or CreateModel(). These
scripts are executed in ARIS servers to create a unique identification number for every model
element. The transformation is implemented with XPand templates as a part of the generator
framework openArchitectureWare (oAW)[14].

6 Use cases of the ARIS to EMF bridge

In this section, we describe two use cases of the bridge. The first one (see Fig. 6(a)) is the
application of the bridge from ARIS to EMF and vice versa of M1-level. In this example, there
is an ARIS method filter which contains an EPC model type and a BPEL model type and
corresponding object types, connection types, and so on. The transformation of an EPC model
to a BPEL model is usually realized by ARIS script which is hard because it is not specialized
for model-to-model transformation. With the ARIS to EMF bridge it is possible to realize that
transformation with a special transformation language such as ATL. The advantages compared
to ARIS script are for example that these languages support the explicit definition of mapping
rules in an imperative and declarative way or that the tools support special debugging concepts.

The second use case scenario (see Fig. 6(b)) resembles the first one. It shows the application
of generators to create code or text from ARIS models. Initial point is a transformation from
an ARIS method filter to an EMF metamodel. Following, ARIS models can be transformed
into EMF models. The generator tool takes an EMF metamodel and an EMF model as input
and generates code or text. The advantages of generator tools in comparison to ARIS Script
are the support of certain concepts for generation such as templates.
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7 Summary and conclusion

In this paper, we established a bridge between the technical spaces ARIS and EMF. For this
purpose, we explored ARIS language definition concepts and the underlying repository struc-
ture. Our study is based on the ARIS Business Architect. The results are also valid for other
ARIS tools, e.g. the ARIS Toolset, the ARIS SOA Designer or the ARIS UML Designer which
have the same underlying principles.

Based on the language definition concepts, which include the ARIS metametamodel (A3-
model), the ARIS method configuration and the ARIS filter mechanism, we provided concept
mappings between the technical spaces at M3-level and M2-level. The mapping enables the
unidirectional transformation from ARIS method filters to EMF metamodels. Furthermore, we
described a bidirectional mapping between ARIS repositories and EMF models at M1-level.

The resulting bridge provides interoperability according to ARIS languages and ARIS mod-
els and EMF that can be used in real world use cases. This bridge can be applied to define
model transformations based on EMF-supporting tools, such as ATL or oAW. For example,
we developed a transformation implemented by oAW from EPC models to Pipeline models.
Pipeline models describe the control flow in the e-commerce system Intershop Enfinity [18].
The implementation with the special transformation tool was easier than the use of ARIS
script.

Based on this study, we can research more M3-level technical spaces to realize further
bridges. These bridges could be useful for a survey of M3-level technical spaces. The survey
could contain the comparison of metametamodels, the realization of conform-to relationships
between the meta-levels and the implementations of model storage.
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